Hinge residue Ile260 of DNA polymerase beta is important for enzyme activity and fidelity.
DNA polymerases ensure efficient insertion of the correct dNTP into the DNA substrate. They have evolved mechanisms for discriminating among very similar dNTP substrates. DNA polymerase beta is a repair polymerase that provides a model system for a direct study of insertion fidelity. In this study, we examined the role of hinge residue Ile260 of the rat Polbeta on enzyme activity and accuracy. We changed residue I260 to every other amino acid residue and used genetic screens to assess the activity and fidelity of the resulting mutants. The I260D, -E, -K, -N, and -R mutants are significantly less active than wild-type Polbeta. Interestingly, I260H and I260Q are active but exhibit mutator activity. This suggests that the nonpolar nature of residue 260 is important for maintaining the activity and fidelity of Polbeta. We employ molecular modeling as an aid in explaining the observed phenotypes and propose a mechanism whereby the positioning of the DNA substrate in the enzyme and within the surface of the hinge may be a key player in forming an optimal active site for phosphodiester bond formation between Watson-Crick base pairs.